Qualitative and quantitative proteomics by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, peptide mass fingerprint and a chemically-coded affinity tag (CCAT).
The chemically-coded affinity tag (CCAT) method combines standard electrophoresis protocols with MALDI-TOF-MS analysis to identify and quantify protein abundances in complex samples in one step. This method is designed to fit into the workflow of SDS-PAGE or two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) only requiring basic proteome laboratory equipment. Prior to electrophoresis two protein samples are separately labelled with a heavy or a light version of the CCAT reagent via reduced cysteines in the proteins. Equal amounts are then combined and electrophoretically separated. Proteins can then be excised from the gel to obtain their peptide mass fingerprint by mass spectrometry. This fingerprint enabled not only identification, but also quantification by comparing relative peak intensities of CCAT-labelled peptides. In this article, we display how the CCAT method can be used to analyse two protein samples in one gel and that the peak intensities of labelled peptides reflect the abundance of a protein in it.